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Addons in DesignFOIL R6.44.full.rarJudo at the 2004 Summer Olympics – Women's 48 kg These are the results of the women's 48 kg (112 lbs) judo competition in the 2004 Summer Olympics. A total of 23 women competed in this event, limited to judokas whose body weight was less than, or equal to, 48 kilograms. Competition took place in
the Georgia World Congress Center on August 26, at the Olympic Green Convention Center. Semifinal contests were split up by weight category (48–52, 52–56, 56–60 and 60+ kilograms). The gold medal was won by Yaren Witte of Netherlands. Schedule All times are Eastern Daylight Time (UTC-4) Qualifying athletes Repechage

Competition bracket References External links Official Olympic Report Women's 48kg O Category:Women's events at the 2004 Summer OlympicsJacob Rees-Mogg once mocked Theresa May for her belief that "people like you" are too stupid to understand politics. The Brexiteer MP met Donald Trump last month to hold talks about trade
and immigration - but has now shared a one-pager explaining how European Union rules will be changed to allow the US president to impose "sanctions" on other countries. Theresa May told Sky News that the Brexit negotiations had "never been easy", but Mr Trump's refusal to join any future European Union trade agreement has "made it

difficult for us to talk about". Brexiteers like Mr Rees-Mogg say he is so impressed by the president that they would have been surprised if the US leader had not taken part. Mr Rees-Mogg held a discussion with Mr Trump last month at a site that includes Winston Churchill's flat. He outlined how the United States will be able to impose
economic sanctions on countries "with which we have no trade agreement" if they do not change their behaviour. The document seen by Sky News reveals that the EU will be asked to give Washington authority to ensure that "sanctions can be imposed or lifted on any person or legal person, in any territory, for any reason". But it also adds: "The

EU would not agree to such extreme measures, since they are a threat to the very essence of the Union." Image: Mr Trump has tried to force the EU to
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